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Goodness = Agathos  |  Galatians 5:22 &    |  February 14 & 18, 2018 

This week’s fruit of the Spirit is goodness.  The following thoughts reveal a wide spectrum and 

depth issuing from the word goodness.  Our English dictionary has 43 nuances for good.  I trust 

you find the following as stimulating and captivating as I have.   

 

Chris Marlow, Doing Good Is Simple, (Zondervan, 2016). 

We were never called just to be a people who believe in certain theological outcomes and attend 

worship gatherings that teach us more and more about Jesus.  Rather, we were called to live out our 

faith in the highways and byways of society, where love seeps into the hardness of hearts and melts 

away suffering, pain, and heartbreak—where good overcomes evil and love conquers all. 

Christianity cannot be known for pew sitters, angry preaching, judgmental Christians, and graceless 

communities.  Rather, we must be known as a people who show God’s goodness by doing good.  95 

James Bryan Smith, The Good and Beautiful God: Falling In Love with the God Jesus Knows, 

(Green Press, 2009). 

In those days it was easy for me to shout “God is good!”  Up until that point my life had been 

characterized by success and blessing.  I had no trouble telling anyone that I believed God was good, 

truly and utterly good.  I had lots of evidence: a loving family, health, a beautiful and wonderful wife, a 

healthy young son, a great career.  Some twelve years earlier I had become a Christian, and from that 

moment on God had been moving in my life in obvious ways.  Saying, or even yelling, that God is good 

was easy and natural for me that Sunday morning.  But all of that was about to change. 

The news was stunning and breathtaking.  The doctors told my wife and me that the little girl she had 

been carrying for eight months had a rare chromosomal disorder that would likely cause her to die at 

birth.  We went home completely disoriented and full of tears…  Up to that point in my life nothing 

terrible had happened to me.  Now I was faced with one of life’s worst problems—dealing with the 

coming death of a child.  How does a person survive this kind of news?  How do you move from painting 

your child’s nursery to planning her funeral?  How does a Christian, one who believes in the goodness of 

God, respond to something so tragic and heartbreaking?  38 

 

Gordon Fee, God’s Empowering Presence, (Hendrickson Pub., 1994). 

Goodness.  This word is closely allied with “kindness.”  If there is a difference, “goodness” is the more all-

embracing quality, describing one’s character.  Although it does not occur often in the LXX, the adjective 

(“good”) from which it is formed is a favorite word to describe God’s character in the OT.  Goodness, 

therefore, is something that believers may be described as “full of” (Rom 15:14).  When put into practice 

it takes the form of “doing good.”  Indeed, goodness does not exist apart from its active, concrete 

expression.  Thus, this is the quality of Christian grace, produced in the life of the believer by the Spirit, 

that Paul picks up on at the end to conclude the present argument (6:9-10).  Again, as with the 

preceding words, its appearance here presupposes the present context.  Those who “sow to the Spirit” 
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are those who “do good to all”; obviously this stands as yet another antonym to those “works of the 

flesh” which have found a measure of existence among the Galatians.  451 

TDNTT, Vol. I 

Good – agathos in the Old Testament and Judaism.  Everything is determined by knowledge of the 

personal God who reveals Himself to His people in its history and has elected it in this revelation…  The 

basic confession which constantly recurs and corresponds to the personal concept of God is as follows:  

“Oh give thanks to the Lord, for he is good; for his steadfast love endures forever!” (1 Chron 16:34; 2 

Chron 5:13; Ps 118 etc.).  This confession expresses the perfectly good being of God which consists in His 

goodness.  By revelation the understanding of existence is so determined that it has its roots in the 

salvation experienced in history, that it has its goal in the final salvation which is still awaited, and that it 

orientates its activity by this salvation under the direction of the Law as a manifestation of the will of 

God.  13-14 

In unequivocal terms the well-known saying of Micah tells us what God requires of man the therefore 

what is good, namely, to do justly, to love mercy and to walk humbly before the Lord (6:8).  14 

New Testament.  The NT shares with the Old Testament and Judaism a predominantly religious basic 

attitude.  This is determined by God, to whom are referred by Jesus the most important words 

enshrining the OT declaration, “Jesus said, ‘why do you ask me about what is good?  There is only one 

who is good if you would enter life, keep the commandments’” (Matt 19:17).  The personal concept of 

God makes it impossible to use neutral expression.  Agathos [good] expresses the essential goodness of 

God which consists in His goodness or kindness.  15 

It is from this God that there comes the salvation which is the central point of NT thinking, namely, the 

revelation of the salvation of God in Jesus Christ.  Agathon is used in this sense in Heb 9:11-12, “But 

when Christ appeared as a high priest of the good things that have come, then through the greater and 

more perfect tent (not made with hands, that is, not of this creation) he entered once for all into the holy 

places, not by means of the blood of goats and calves but by means of his own blood, thus securing an 

eternal redemption.”  15 

With the revelation of salvation in Christ a radically new possibility of life is introduced: “No longer be 

conformed to this world/age, but be transformed by the renewal of your mind, that by testing you may 

discern what is the will of God, what is good and acceptable and perfect” Ro 12:2.  The testing insight 

into the will of God which is the good carries with it the realization of this insight.  It may be said of the 

Christian, “For we are his workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared 

beforehand, that we should walk in them,” Eph 2:10; also Col 1:10, “…so as to walk in a manner worthy 

of the Lord, fully pleasing to him, bearing fruit in every good work and increasing in the knowledge of 

God.”  Paul demands the realization of this possibility of existence: “…always seek to do good to one 

another and to everyone,” (1 Thes 5:15).  This formulation shows us clearly in what the agathon 

consists.  It is the love which the Christian is enabled to exercise and which is the innermost purpose of 

the Law.  The good is achieved in concrete I-Thou relationships.   This new possibility of existence is the 

meaning of the life of the Christian.  It is the purpose which it must realize.  There thus obtains in all its 

fulness that which Paul formulates as the clear Law of God: “…glory and honor and peace for everyone 

who does good, the Jew first and also the Greek.  For God shows no partiality,” (Ro 2:10).  16 
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In this self-fulfilling life the Christian who grasps this new possibility has the good conscious…  See 1 Tim 

1:5, “The aim of our charge is love that issues from a pure heart and a good conscience and a sincere 

faith.”  At the same time the Christian has the certainty that salvation is the goal and determinative 

magnitude of his life: “And we know that for those who love God all things work together for good, for 

those who are called according to his purpose,” (Ro 8:28).  This certainty, which is proper to all Jewish 

piety and derives from its consciousness of God, acquires here its fulness from the action of God.  Hence 

we are given an expression which fully comprehends this whole understanding of life when Paul 

proclaims his confidence to the Philippians in 1:6: “And I am sure of this, that he who began a good work 

in you will bring it to completion at the day of Jesus Christ.”  17 

 

Christian Smith, What Is A Person? (University of Chicago Press, 2010). 

The crucial starting point for human moral life is for persons to grasp the truth about what they are and 

in what their true good consists…  Always entailed in that (true good) are dimensions of personal 

identity, self-transcendence, moral vision, responsibility taking, intersubjective understanding, 

incommunicable self-existence, and fellowship, love, and communion among persons.  This picture of 

persons and moral life is more complex and open-ended than many alternatives.  It requires persons to 

act as responsible participants, not merely obedient followers, rational calculators, or compliant 

conformists in moral living.  It also means that the intentional pursuit of the moral good and rejection of 

the moral bad by persons becomes a key part of the kind of personal life-on-a-meaningful-quest that in 

turn intrinsically helps to constitute the moral good that is the human personal telos (end).  413-414 

The approach is that of grasping what the good is; imagining what a specific life in pursuit of the good 

could, would, and should look like; learning virtues that promote and instantiate that good in actual life; 

and putting all of that together in a coherent life story and project in ways that pursue the personal 

flourishing of oneself and those whose lives one touches.  Prudence, self-understanding, insight, 

discernment, and readiness to continually learn are all essential here.  417-418 

The larger context of the quest for the good is not an open, easy, facilitating environment in which 

everyone coasts downhill on smooth tracks toward its realization.   Achieving the good is an uphill 

struggle against multiple and confusing obstacles and forces within and without that would prevent its 

realization.  Successful quests require overcoming, learning from failure, correction, and courage and 

perseverance in the face of opposition and despair.  421 

This recognition of the obscurities and difficulties involved in our quests for the good of personhood 

does not entitle us to collapse into moral subjectivism, antinomianism, or relativism.  The quest for the 

good, for moral living, and for the learning of virtues is structured and driven by the objective nature of 

the human condition, by the given character of personhood.  And we cannot simply reconstruct those at 

will or wish them away.  Merely because movement toward the realization of our good has the 

character of a quest does not mean that a good life is only finally about the journey.  To believe 

otherwise is to have lost sight of our personal human nature and our shared good.  No, there is a given, 

proper, substantive end that gives the journey its entire point.  Without a destination, journeys collapse 

into aimless wandering, into pseudo-quests.  The process of pursuit of the good does indeed get caught 

up in the telos.  But it is not only about process.  The telos also provides an objective end, crucial moral 

bearings by which to pursue it, and definite virtues to be learned and practiced that are necessary to 
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ever hope to achieve it.  As persons we do enjoy a bounded freedom within which to exercise prudent 

judgments in the pursuit along possible multiple pathways of our good.  But we are never free to 

construct from scratch as we wish the good itself, our human nature that established it, or the means by 

which it is characteristically realized.  Those are given by the objective nature of reality.  421-422 

To summarize, if we wish to know what is morally good and right, we need a proper telos toward which 

to be moving, and we need to deliberate wisely about what attitudes, behaviors, dispositions, desires, 

practices, relationships, and social structures will help us get there.   Given the nature of personhood, 

the range of possibilities concerning the latter is not rigid and preset.  But neither is it wide open.  

Millennia of human experience give us many reliable clues, though no exact blueprint we can 

thoughtlessly follow.   And what will motivate us to pursue the difficult quest toward our proper telos?  

Our informed interest in realizing our highest good of robust and flourishing personhood within thriving 

communities of other flourishing persons.  422 

 

Miroslav Volf and Michael Welker, Editors, God’s Life in Trinity, (Fortress Press, 200).  The article 

The Spirit of Life and the Reverence for Life, written by William Schweiker. 

Integrity denotes a unique form of goodness that arises within the life of someone dedicated in action to 

respect and enhance the integration of life in others as well as oneself.  This meaning of integrity 

specifies the moral good, as a form of goodness that is only attainable, no matter how momentary or 

fragmentary, through responsible action.  In other words, a life of moral integrity is one that is 

integrated not simply in terms of the range of goods that meet (basic, social, reflexive) needs and 

capacities, but, more radically, through a committed project of respecting and enhancing those goods in, 

with, and for others.  A person of integrity is someone whose strength of conviction is manifest in a 

specific intentionality and orientation of actions and relations.  The integrity of life in this sense denotes 

the moral vocation of human beings.  It is a unique good of the spiritual core and dynamic of human life.  

30 

 

May it be so! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


